) Full range mass spectra of solutions containing A 11 and T 11 with a) no Ag + and b) 0.5Ag + /base as well as G 11 and C 11 with c) no Ag + and d) 0.5 Ag + /base. The products are labeled in the format [(X 11 ) y (Ag + ) N ] Z where X is the base of the homobase strand, y is the number of homobase strands in the product, N is the number of cationic silver atoms, and z is the charge state. z is negative, and is given by z = N Ag + --n pr , where n pr is the number of protons removed from the DNA, and N Ag+ is the number of attached silver cations. The masses of A 11 , C 11 , G 11 and T 11 are 3383.3, 3119.1, 3559.3, and 3284 .2 g/mol respectively. We use the separately determined ion mass, m, and charge state, z, from the isotope peak envelope (as exemplified in the main text, Fig. 1b ) to obtain the silver cation composition. The measured charge state, z, depends on the difference in the number of protons removed from the DNA and the number of attached Ag + .
The number of silver cations, N, is given by N = [m--(X 11 +zm p )] /(m Ag --m p ) where X 11 is the molecular weight of the (unionized) homobase strand (or the mass of two strands, in the case of a dimer product); m Ag = 107.868 g/mol is the atomic weight of silver and m p = 1.007 g/mol is the mass of a proton. This calculation assumes all silver is cationic, verified through calculated isotope peak fitting to the high resolution mass spectra as described in the main text. (The presence of any neutral silver atoms would shift the isotope peak pattern by reducing the number of protons that must be removed to reach the measured charge state, z).
Computational results
A high number of incorporated silver ions per duplex means that we can expect high symmetry. Indeed, the model proposed experimentally for a silver mediated cytosine duplex contains repeated C--Ag + --C units, each in a trans configuration. The trans C--Ag + --C is also the ground--state structure we obtained at DFT level in vacuum [52] . In those simulations, including an implicit solvent decreased the binding energy but did change the relative ordering of the binding energies of the various base--Ag + and base--Ag + --base complexes considered. In this computational section, we consider as a model of the metal mediated duplex the trans C--Ag + --C that would be repeated along the backbone axis. This trimer is comprised of a base homodimer and a silver atom in vacuum, and the overall charge is set to +1. Starting from various initial conditions, comprising WC--type and not WC--type, we first apply a global optimization followed by a final force optimization. type and the silver binds through the N7 atom in each base. In contrast, the C--Ag + --C ground state is WC type and the silver bridges the N3 atom of each base. In both cases a hydrogen bond helps stabilize the complexes. T--Ag + --T binding energy is much lower and the ground state is non planar with no local minima close to planar configuration. This qualitatively accounts for the experimental results that at most 2 silver cations to attach to T 11 DNA strands, with the bare T 11 strand the dominant product even at 1 Ag + added per base (Fig. 1a,b,c) . In contrast to the other bases, A--Ag + --A has many configurations close in energy, with 14 in an energy interval of 8 kcal/mol (0.35 eV). The many equivalent binding sites of adenine may explain the higher numbers of silver cations (up to 6) attached to individual A 11 DNA strands in the data (Fig. 3 d--f ). For completeness, we also explored CG and AT dimers mediated by silver cations. The C--Ag + --G complex's ground state is non--WC type and planar. This bonding configuration has been reported earlier in silver mediated GCG triplexes [31, 36] . The metal--AT dimer's ground state is non WC--type and non--planar.
Planarity of metal mediated homodimers:
The dihedral angles (see Fig.  S3 for the labeling in all bases) are C8--N7--N7--C8 = 181.2º (180º with CAM--B3LYP) for G--Ag 
CAM--B3LYP) and the dihedral angle for T[C4]--T[O4]--A[N3]--A[C4] is 129.8º (126.3º with CAM--B3LYP). For the WC G--Ag + --C geometry the binding energy is 116.64 kcal/mol (104.96 with CAM--B3LYP) and the dihedral angle of C[C2]--C[N3]--G[O6]--G[C6] is 3.7º (0.0 º with CAM--B3LYP). For the WC A--Ag + --T geometry the binding energy is 101.22 kcal/mol (87.81 with CAM--B3LYP) and the angle defined by T[C4]--T[O4]--A[N1]--A[C6] is 155.6º (125.7º with CAM--B3LYP).
For the deprotonated (denoted with a *) silver mediated WC base pairs the binding energy is defined differently to include the change in electrons and protons from final structure and components. The binding energy is computed as the difference between the system composed of a trimer and a water ion and the energy of the separated bases, silver ion and water molecule:
E( T*--Ag + --A)+E(H 3 O + )-- E(T)--E(A)--E(Ag + )--E(H 2 O). An equivalent definition is used
for G*C. For T*--Ag + --A the binding energy is 30.01 kcal/mol (15.72 with CAM--B3LYP) and for G*--Ag + --C is 37.07 kcal/mol (24.62 with CAM--B3LYP). Both T*--Ag + --A and G*--Ag + --C are fully planar. The computational results in the main text were calculated with a grid based code (GPAW) that does not present the problem of superposition errors of atomic basis. GPAW could present a similar type of superposition error if the bond distances between two atoms where smaller than the sum of cutoff radius where the PAW transformation is applied. Cutoff values are chosen small enough to avoid this problem, as shown in Table S3 . The dataset used in the stable release of GPAW uses a variable named rcut that determines the size of the sphere around each atom where the PAW transformation is applied. We are providing here the maximum rcut (there is one per valence atomic orbital) in the setups released on Mar 27 2014 version 0.9 revision 11271. Table S3 ) Values of rcut (in Bohr) for the different atoms in the studied molecular structures of this work. The van der Waals radius is giving for comparison: atom rcut vdW H 0.9 2.27 C 1.2 3.21 O 1.3 2.87 N 1.14 2.93 Ag 2.51 3.25 Figure S7 ) Labels used in this work for the definition of the dihedral angles in the four DNA bases Figure S8 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the A--Ag + --A pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Figure S9 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the C--Ag + --C pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Density Functional theory (DFT) at PBE+vdW level. Figure S10 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the G--Ag + --G pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Density Functional theory (DFT) at PBE+vdW level. Figure S11 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the T--Ag + --T pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Density Functional theory (DFT) at PBE+vdW level. Figure S12 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the A--Ag + --T pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Figure S13 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the G--Ag + --C pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Density Functional theory (DFT) at PBE+vdW level. Figure S14 ) Representation of the optimized geometries for the deprotonated T*--Ag + --A and G*--Ag + --C pairs (see Table S2 ) obtained by means of Density Functional theory (DFT) at PBE+vdW level.
Initial configurations:
The initial configurations were chosen to sample all possible combinations of the Watson--Crick and Hoogsteen region of the bases. For every configuration we have placed the cation in the region in between the bases. Representations of such configurations are shown in Fig.  S15 for the case of the Guanine homo--duplex (the same approach was used for all other base combinations). If the repulsive forces in the initial configuration are too high large distortions can occur quickly. This problem is typically solved with a very small step size that increases the total time of simulation. Instead, we have performed small translations or rotations on the initial configurations around the indicated position in Fig. S15 that decrease the positive repulsion before the optimization, which moves the cation closer to a bonding configuration. For example, in the first configuration in Fig. S15 , the complex with the Ag + cation placed in the middle of the region optimizes very quickly to the ground state of the bridged Guanine homo--duplex. More interesting is the case when the Ag + cation is placed nearest the Oxygen (for the right base), where the left base shifted downwards to decrease the repulsion with the Hydrogen atom, then an optimization with the BFGS algorithm finds the same ground state (global minimum) after only 206 steps. 
